
 

 

 

 

 

The 100 Group of Finance Directors represents the views of the finance directors of FTSE 100 and several large UK private companies. Our 
membership represents around 90% of the market capitalisation of the UK FTSE 100 Index as well as a number of equally significant sized 

unlisted businesses . Our aim is to contribute positively to the development of UK and international policy and practice on matters that affect 
our businesses. Whilst this letter expresses the views of the 100 Group of Finance Directors as a whole, those views are not necessarily those of 

our individual members or their respective employers. 

Tax administration framework review team  
HM Revenue and Customs 
100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 
 
Email: adminframeworkreview@hmrc.gov.uk 
 

13 July 2021 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
The tax administration framework: supporting a 21st century tax system 

Please find enclosed, at appendix 1, our response to the call for evidence: The tax administration framework: 
supporting a 21st century tax system, published on 23 March 2021. We have responded, from a large business 
perspective, to three of the broadest questions under the chapters: Reviewing the tax administration framework; 
Building in effective methods of verification, sanctions, and safeguards to promote compliance; and further 
suggestions. We have no specific comments on the other areas covered in the call for evidence.  

This response has been prepared by the 100 Group Tax Committee and is intended to speak on behalf of the Group as 
a whole.  The 100 Group membership represents around 90% of the FTSE100 market capitalisation as well as a number 
of equally significant sized unlisted businesses.  We note that whilst this letter expresses the views of the 100 Group 
as a whole, these views are not necessarily those of individual members nor their respective employers.  

In overview, we would like HMRC to prioritise a move towards real-time working with businesses and having 
constructive dialogue with them at the outset of a transaction so that any points of difference can be promptly 
resolved without protracted enquiries further down the line. We feel strongly that this approach would save 
considerable time on both sides. We recommend this be driven by improvements to the CCM model and the expansion 
of this to all complex businesses, as well as greater provision of advance clearances so that businesses can have greater 
certainty over their tax affairs. We would also like to see HMRC’S approach to risk assessment and the raising of 
enquiries be refined and better targeted. 

We broadly support digitisation of the tax administration system as a way to ease the administration burden on both 
businesses and HMRC. In particular we are keen to be able to make and track ‘business as usual’ requests online. Once 
the framework review is concluded, we are keen for HMRC to put forward more detailed proposals for comment on 
how the tax system can be future-proofed.  

We thank you for the opportunity engage on this matter and hope you find our comments helpful as you move 
forwards with the framework review. Please do contact our secretariat Hannah Maughan at 
secretariat@the100group.co.uk should you wish to discuss any of our comments in further detail and she will be very 
happy to put you in touch with us.   

Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
Andy Agg 
Chair of the 100 Group Taxation Committee 
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Appendix one – consultation response 

 
Reviewing the tax administration framework 
 
Question one: Are there reforms which HMRC should focus on for the framework review? Which changes should 
we prioritise to drive improvements in the taxpayer experience? 
 
We are keen to see HMRC take further steps towards real-time working with businesses and having constructive 
dialogue with them at the outset of a transaction so that any points of difference can be promptly resolved without 
protracted enquiries further down the line. All too often it can feel as though businesses are giving HMRC real-time 
provision of information with no degree of reciprocity. in reality it often just means enquiries effectively start early 
but finish at the same time. 
 
Areas where we have seen a real-time approach working well are in the provision of CCMs for large businesses, and 
through upfront clearances such as advance pricing agreements (APAs) for transfer pricing. While we recognise that 
this requires considerable upfront investment from HMRC it has the benefit of saving time on both sides and helps 
businesses to obtain greater certainty over their tax affairs. With this in mind we would like HMRC to prioritise 
improvements to the following: provision of access to upfront clearances; improvements to and expansion of the 
CCM model; better focussed risk assessment; and improving the enquiry process. Our comments on each of these is 
set out below in turn. 
 
Advance clearances 
 
We feel strongly that taxpayers should be able to obtain timely upfront clearances on areas of tax uncertainty. 
Where such clearance has been obtained further enquiries should not be raised (unless of course where there has 
been inappropriate behaviour by the taxpayer). The process for APAs and ATCAs generally works well for transfer 
pricing and we would like to see this replicated for other areas including tax incentives and reliefs such as R&D. 
 
For this to work effectively turnaround times would need to be improved upon. We have noted a concerning trend 
in the time taken to process APAs. According to the HMRC transfer pricing and diverted profits statistics in 2015 the 
average time to reach agreement was 18 months whereas in 2020 it was 48 months (despite fewer APAs being 
signed). 
 
We would also like to see a joined-up approach where businesses could discuss the interaction of different 
legislation with the necessary specialists at the same time e.g. a single discussion on VAT and R&D when developing 
a new product. 
 
The CCM model 
 
As large business taxpayers, we highly value the CCM model for large businesses and find it very helpful to have a 
dedicated contact at HMRC with an understanding of the business to discuss tax matters with and seek early 
guidance and certainty on complex transactions. In particular, our members have found that where they have had 
regular meetings with their CCMs their compliance burden has been reduced as large transactions are discussed in 
almost real-time. We have found this particularly valuable when navigating through the fast pace of change brought 
by COVID-19 and Brexit.  
 
Where we have had to deal with central teams in HMRC (e.g. to obtain specific clearances) we have had a less 
positive experience – response times are slower, and those teams lack the in-depth knowledge of the business that 
the CCMs have. Without access to a CCM it would be impossible for large businesses to have the same level of 
engagement with HMRC. We are therefore keen for HMRC to prioritise expanding and improving upon the CCM 
model. 
 
Currently, there is a cliff edge where businesses that do not meet the large size thresholds do not have access to a 
CCM. This excludes some complex mid-size businesses who are left to contact HMRC predominantly via the general 
helpline is not staffed by technical specialists and therefore they have very limited means to have upfront 
discussions with HMRC on complex tax matters. To address this disparity, we would encourage HMRC to expand the 
CCM model to all complex businesses irrespective of size. 



 
In terms of driving improvements, we would like to see HMRC focus on improving consistency. In our experience, 
there is some inconsistency between CCMs in terms of quality and willingness to assist taxpayers. We feel this would 
be best addressed by HMRC investing in more peer learning and training. 
 
Furthermore, CCMs understandably need to consult with technical and policy experts within HMRC in order to 
resolve taxpayer queries however the process for this can be inefficient. Turnaround times can be slow where 
various specialist teams are involved. We have also experienced instances where taxpayer queries are not well 
understood/communicated by CCMs to the technical specialists resulting in further back and forth with the CCM 
acting as a middleman between the taxpayer and the specialist. It would be much more efficient for both HMRC and 
businesses if CCMs could put taxpayers in direct contact with the technical experts where needed. 
 
We have also noticed that there seems to have been relatively frequent turnover of CCMs in recent years. On the 
whole this has been well managed (by continuity of case team) however it does raise some frustration where 
businesses have invested in building a relationship and sharing insights about the business with the CCM.  
 
Finally, there appears to be some inconsistency in the level of autonomy and decision-making power CCMs are given. 
Some CCMs appear to have the autonomy to quickly reach agreements/give answers to taxpayers whereas others 
need to obtain internal approvals before responding. Ideally we would like all CCMs to have autonomy to make 
decisions. Where this is not possible or specialist consultation is required, taxpayers should be given direct access to 
decision makers to improve efficiency. 
 
Risk assessment 
 
We generally welcome HMRC taking a risk-based approach to tax compliance, although it seems to us that HMRC 
does not currently approach risk in a consistent way and some of HMRC’s processes/requirements seem to result in 
unnecessary administration for both taxpayers and HMRC. For example, we note that HMRC does various data 
analyses to assess risk, such as looking at iXBRL tagging data. From our experience there is very little knowledge, use 
or understanding of iXBRL which does put an undue burden on business’s administrative processes, and it is not 
clear what HMRC gain from this and whether this is a good use of HMRC and businesses’ resources.  
 
We also feel that HMRC does not always balance the risk of non-compliance with other risks such as the risk of 
undermining effective commerce, or the effective operation of incentives. As an example, patent box is designed to 
be a tax incentive however, HMRC seem to take more of a ‘policing’ approach to it rather than supporting businesses 
to utilise the relief. The complexity of the rules and likelihood of HMRC enquiry actually deters some businesses from 
claiming, contrary to the apparent policy intent. 
 
Risk assessment is also not very nuanced. Under the Business Risk Review (BRR) process, large businesses are placed 
into a binary 'low risk'/'non-low risk' category meaning there may be no differentiation between a complex but 
compliant business and a non-compliant one. Similarly risk assessment should take into account the size of the 
business. 
 
In our view, the focus of HMRC’s risk assessment should predominantly be on risk of error which, along with failure 
to take reasonable care, collectively made up 28% of the tax gap according to HMRC’s 2020 tax gap report. More 
subjective, legal interpretation differences would be much more efficiently dealt with through early dialogue with 
CCMs and access to upfront clearances as discussed above. 
 
Finally, we welcome the UK’s participation in the International Compliance Assurance Programme (ICAP). We 
encourage HMRC to participate fully in this and take learnings from it.  
 
Enquiries 
 
Risk assessment should, in theory, mean that HMRC enquiries are focussed on items which may require a tax 
adjustment however, we often see seemingly speculative enquiries which are not well targeted and are a waste of 
effort on both sides. HMRC officers sometimes do not have a good understanding of the taxpayer’s business, how it 
operates and the value drivers, and this leads to unnecessary questions and wasted time. As noted above in our 



comments on risk assessment, enquiries should take into account the size of the business and HMRC should apply an 
appropriate materiality lens to make enquiries less onerous for large businesses. 
 
Enquiries can frequently be protracted. This is particularly the case where HMRC officers need to consult with 
internal policy specialists. This could be mitigated by giving businesses direct access to the policy specialists when 
this is the best way to take an issue forwards, and by introducing a requirement for HMRC to bring enquiries to a 
close within a given timescale. They should also be led by CCMs.  
 
Where enquiries are necessary, we would encourage HMRC to engage with the taxpayer in an open and constructive 
way through holding meetings/calls, rather than issuing lengthy written information requests. We have found that 
this approach makes the enquiry more focussed and streamlined, saving time on both sides. An initial discussion to 
discuss the principle of why HMRC want to open an enquiry and what information they would like to see would be 
particularly useful and could be followed by a targeted information request (if still required) solely to verify key 
underlying assumptions. Setting achievable timeframes to clear periods or specific issues is also helpful in 
acknowledging time constraints on both sides. 
 
Enquiries and discovery assessments are generally raised years after a transaction, and it can take a lot of work for 
businesses to find the necessary information, especially where there have been staffing changes within the business 
over time. Further difficulties arise where HMRC policy has changed at a time when the issue is still under debate, 
possibly years after the transaction was entered into with a good faith understanding of the rules that applied. We 
would like to see a reduction to the current 12-month enquiry window and limits on discovery assessments to focus 
better on egregious behaviour. 
 
In particular we would support a reduced enquiry window for large businesses given that they are subject to a 
number of specific rules and risk assessment procedures including SAO and BRR. Large businesses are also 
considerably less likely than smaller businesses to be non-compliant as they tend to have sophisticated accounting 
and risk controls. HMRC’s 2020 tax gap data supports this as it attributes the largest share of the tax gap (43%) to 
small businesses whereas just 17% is attributable to large businesses.  
 
We would also support the introduction of other dispute resolution or voluntary disclosure processes for businesses 
and HMRC to resolve differences more collaboratively, for example a route similar to the profit diversion compliance 
facility.  
 
Building in effective methods of verification, sanctions, and safeguards to promote compliance 
 
Question 24. What key issues do the current legislative provisions relating to powers, sanctions and  
safeguards present? 
 
There seems to be a tendency by governments to layer on new requirements/legislation without considering 
whether existing requirements are still necessary or whether they could be consolidated. As an example, the BRR 
process has considerable overlap with SAO. Similarly, the proposed new requirement for large businesses to notify 
HMRC of uncertain tax positions will add an extra layer of administration on top of the BRR and existing disclosure 
requirements such as DOTAS. There are also various pieces of anti-avoidance legislation which seem to cover very 
similar points as well as the General Anti Abuse Rule. In order to gain comfort that they are being compliant 
businesses must spend considerable time on considering each of these in turn.  
 
The result is that each time new requirements/legislation are brought in the administrative burden on both 
businesses and HMRC is increased. Before new rules are brought in, greater thought should be given to whether 
they are necessary and if they are, whether the same effect could be achieved by tweaking existing legislation. In 
addition, sunset clauses could be added to legislation, particularly for incentives and anti-avoidance measures, so 
that governments are prompted to re-assess whether they are still necessary at a future point in time. This would 
help to prevent businesses still needing to consider legislation that has been superseded. It would also cut down on 
the number of measures HMRC have to police allowing them to concentrate their resources elsewhere. For 
incentives this would help to ensure that the purpose of the incentive is still current and clear and that HMRC are 
managing with Parliament’s intention in mind.  
 



It would also be helpful if HMRC could set out in guidance the policy intent of legislation and how HMRC will 
facilitate or enforce the policy so that this is clear and transparent to taxpayers. At times there does seem to be a 
disconnect between the policy intent and the way that HMRC approach it. As noted previously with patent box 
sometimes incentives designed to encourage investment are too strongly policed. Another challenge is that there 
sometimes seems to be a disconnect between the policy aims and the legislation. 
 
 
Further suggestions 
 
Question 29. Are there any further suggestions that you have for how the Tax Administration Framework could be 
reformed? 
 
We broadly support increased digitisation of the tax administration framework provided that any cost and disruption 
involved is proportionate in terms of the benefit it will bring to both taxpayers and HMRC. We were somewhat 
concerned by HMRC’s recent making tax digital (MTD) for corporation tax proposals due to the sheer scale of the 
required overhaul of businesses’ accounting systems it would involve. By contrast, MTD for VAT has been reasonably 
well managed and has not caused any significant issues for our members. 
 
Processing of ‘business as usual’ requests such as residence certificates can be sporadic with some things having 
dedicated mailboxes or online forms. It can sometimes be difficult to find out what the process is and then once a 
request has been submitted there is no way to track it other than by contacting HMRC. It would be helpful if there 
could be one digital system for taxpayers to make and track requests with some common items able to be quickly 
downloaded. In addition, some forms need to be completed on paper or in other specified formats such as an excel 
form which can be inconvenient for taxpayers. It would be much easier and more secure if there were a digital 
system. 
 
Looking ahead, we are keen for HMRC to put forward proposals on how the tax system could be future-proofed and 
we would like HMRC to hold a consultation on this in future once the framework review is complete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


